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Surrey County Council’s Library Public Value Review Study - Errors 
 

We have now found 7 different types of error as below, giving a total of over 20 errors spread across 15 libraries. 

 

1)  Wrong Figures 

There were four obvious errors in the property costs and floor space information which affect Ewell, Ewell Court 

and Woking (2 errors).  The staff cost figure for Ewell was also obviously wrong as it equalled the staff cost for 

Ewell Court - which is much smaller.  These were all obvious errors and three new figures have been provided, but 

we’ve had no independent verification of these figures or the figures used for the other 49 libraries.   

 

  

2)  Inconsistent Figures 

We have found four inconsistencies between the costs used in the PVR study and figures provided by a Freedom 

of Information (FOI) Act request.  Three libraries (ie Caterham Hill, Knaphill and Virginia Water) show zero staff 

costs in the FOI request, but the PVR shows costs for those libraries and Bagshot is given a cost of £11,956 rather 

than the FOI figure of £8,331.  We have not checked whether the other costs are consistent. 

 

 
3)  Incorrect Rankings 

Oxted was simply given the wrong rank for its score in the "Ratio of % issues against % hours open".  This is very 

surprising as it implies that the rankings were applied manually - if so, there could be many other errors of this type. 

 

  

4)  Incorrect Distance Measurements 

We have now found five villages with the wrong rank in the proximity criteria: Addlestone, Bagshot, Molesey, New 

Haw and Walton - clearly there are likely to be more. 

 

  

5)  Illogical Comparisons 

Comparing the visitors to small libraries like Bagshot to libraries like Woking - which are 30 times as large, is simply 

not sensible, but there are four similar criteria which affect most libraries and undermine the whole study. 

 

  

6)  Random Errors 

Obvious examples are: the failure to allow for Byfleet's refurbishment, the failure to cater for Merstham priority 

status, Horsley's zero ranking, visitors using the side entrances at Byfleet and New Haw, the incorrect transfer of 

the Heat Map figures and the inclusion of Virginia Water - there are almost certainly more such errors. 

 

  

7)  Quartile Calculation Errors 

We now know there is a rounding error in the quartile calculation which affects the rank of Addlestone’s cost/square 

metre criteria.  We have not checked the other quartile calculations as the PVR information was not provided in a 

suitable manner to verify the calculations, but it has to be assumed that other errors will be found. 

 

 

Library Summary 

The libraries directly affected by these errors are: 

Addlestone, Byfleet, Bagshot, Caterham Hill, Ewell, Ewell Court, Horsley, Knaphill, Merstham, Molesey, New Haw, 

Oxted, Walton, Virginia Water and Woking.  

 


